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**Information Sessions and Career Fairs**

**New Online MHS Program with JHSPH Dept. of Population, Family, and Reproductive Health**

The Master of Health Science Online is specifically designed for part-time working professionals who wish to further their career or enhance their activities in demography (population science), program evaluation, and research methods with a focus on maternal and child health. Graduates of the program will be prepared to conduct their own research or evaluation projects with a firm foundation in maternal and child health. Must have 1-2 years of public health experience. Click [here](http://krieger.jhu.edu/publichealth/) for more information.

---

The Mid-Atlantic Regional Public Health Partnership is hosting weekly ‘Public Health Hangouts’ on Zoom. Public health professionals participate and bring their passion to themes like social distancing, support to our frontline workers, volunteering opportunities, mental health for everyone, telehealth and a host of topics.

**Date:** Recurring every Monday  
**Time:** Noon – 1:00 p.m.  
**Topic:** Mental Health: Issues, Resources, Action  

[Zoom](http://krieger.jhu.edu/publichealth/)
Join APHA for the first webinar in the Advancing Racial Equity series providing an in-depth look at racism as a driving force for the social determinants of health and equity.

**Webinar # 1 Racism: The Ultimate Underlying Condition**

Tuesday, June 9, 2020  
2 – 3:30 p.m. EDT

The kick-off webinar of the Advancing Racial Equity series will examine racism and its historic and present-day impact on health and well-being. Presenters will:

- identify the multiple levels on which racism operates;
- describe the physiological impacts of racism and discrimination on health; and
- explore the principles for and barriers to achieving health equity.

---

Life Design Lab is here for you!

Check out virtual programs offered by the Life Design Lab [here](https://studentaffairs.jhu.edu/life-design/staff/lauren-barrett/).

---

Students looking to connect with Lauren should go to her page: [https://studentaffairs.jhu.edu/life-design/staff/lauren-barrett/](https://studentaffairs.jhu.edu/life-design/staff/lauren-barrett/) — office hours and Zoom link listed here! Not on Handshake!
You can email Lauren with any questions at lbarre11@jhu.edu, or follow her on Instagram and Twitter (@beyondbrandable) for updates throughout the semester. Stay tuned!

---

**Library and Librarian Access During the Campus Closure**

Please see below some info on the library resources available to you!

*Good news:* In response to the situation, some publishers have made more of their ebook collections available to libraries. Therefore, you will be able to get even more ebooks.

- **How to find them?** Use Google or Google Scholar. The ebooks that are suddenly now available will NOT be in the JHU catalog, so just look for them any way you want to -- put in some search words or a book title, and go from there.

- **What about journals?** We haven't heard much about more journal content becoming available. But please remember that the easiest way to find what YOU have access to is this:

  -- **library home page** --&gt; Articles and Databases
  -- Click the tab for GOOGLE SCHOLAR: when you do your search, this will show you the links for FINDIT@JHU, even if you are not logged into anything
  -- **NOTE:** Usually, you would click on the FINDIT link to take you to a page that will show you ALL of the ways to get full text. But **for now, you should FIRST click the article title,** because the article may be one of the ones that's suddenly available but *not* in our catalog.

- **Expanded Library Reference Hours** -- Going through at least April 30, library reference hours will be expanded to 10AM - 8PM Monday through Friday, and 1-5pm Saturdays and Sundays. Here are the ways to reach a librarian:

  **Contact the Library**
  - Text 410-692-8874
  - ask@jhu.libanswers.com
  - Live Chat -- **library home page,** purple box on bottom right
  - Or just send an email to the PHS librarian, Sue Vazakas.

---

**Conferences and Talks**

---

**Student Activities and Events**

**Cards for Courage**

Cards for Courage is a newly formed non-profit volunteer organization founded by three college students at Johns Hopkins University. Originally, the mission of the nonprofit was to provide emotional support to hospital patients through sending hand-drawn cards with uplifting messages. In light of the COVID-19 outbreak, we decided to shift our focus to a nation-wide project: making appreciation cards for healthcare workers and support staff serving on the frontline in hospitals across the U.S. Our nurses, physicians, pharmacists, janitors, maintenance workers, etc are putting their own health at risk to keep our communities safe.

If you are at home and have some free time on your hands, please consider joining our initiative! No previous art experience is necessary. Simply fill out **this** quick form to help us put smiles on some faces during these trying times. Questions or comments? Email cardsforcourag20@gmail.com or message us on Facebook.
INTERNERSHIP GRANTS

Let us help you fund your next internship.

Life Design Lab Unpaid Internship Grant
Funds travel for interviews, conference expenses, cost of living for unpaid internships, and more.

Steinberg Family Grant
$4000 to support any internship.

Robins Internship Grant
$1,525 or $3,500 to support internship in Asia related to business or economic development.

Goodyear Public Health Service in Baltimore Award
$3,000 for already-secured public health internship in Baltimore.

Second Decade Society Summer Internship Grant
$3,000 for KSAS students in unpaid or nonprofit internships.

DURA Summer Training and Research
$4,000 for 10-week summer research at JHU.

Vrendenburg Travel Fund
Funds international research, internship, or service project for engineering students.

Weisman Internship Fund
Funds internships for international studies majors.

For more details visit
studentaffairs.jhu.edu/life-design/students/funding/
Take APHA's Billion Steps Challenge!

The American Public Health Association has challenged members to get our public health community to log 1 billion steps.

Register and join the JHU team through this link: https://aphabillionsteps.walkertracker.com/teams/hopkinssph/

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Public Health Scholar Bowl

Join us to be part of an amazing trivia & case competition team, deepen your public health knowledge, and have fun!

FILL OUT OUR INTEREST FORM!
HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/PHSCHOLARS
Looking for: Science and Technology writers for The News-Letter

Looking to improve your writing for med and grad school applications? Are you interested in learning more about research at Hopkins? Want to stay up to date on developments in tech and the physical, biological, and social sciences? Join The News-Letter SciTech section as a writer!
Writers for the Science and Technology section cover scientific breakthroughs and achievements on campus and around the world, interview members of the Hopkins community (including students and professors), and write articles published in the weekly edition of *The News-Letter*.

No prior experience is required, and there are no preferred majors. Email science@jhunewsletter.com for more information.

**SPEAK2US Hotline**

The SPEAK2US hotline, launched in 2016, is geared toward the university and health system communities to report complaints or concerns related to harassment, discrimination, or other unacceptable behavior that takes place at Johns Hopkins. Reports can be made 24 hours a day, seven days a week via an online form or by phone at 844-SPEAK2US (844-773-2528). Students, please be aware of this resource.

---

**Recruiting Students for Student-Run Startup**

OtoGlobal Health LLC is a student run startup which started 4 years ago. We have developed a low-cost hearing screening device optimized for conducting infant hearing screening in low-resource settings. It consists of hardware components like circuitry and 3D-printed pieces, as well as software on an Android app that controls the device. We are looking to recruit new members to join the team starting this fall, and we would love to hear from you if you are interested!

We have a clinical study at the hospital starting this fall, so right now is a really exciting time to join the team since the results from that study will push us towards the next stage of product development.

We have also won multiple business plan and design competitions and are well positioned with a patent to move us closer to a marketable device!

If this sounds interesting to you, please reach out to the team! We are looking to recruit people with interests in the following:

- Business development (Any interest in business plans, business competitions, etc. is very valuable. If you don’t have any experience but you would be interested in learning about and applying yourself to the business side of engineering, that’s awesome too.)

To apply, please send a resume and a couple sentences explaining why you’re interested to gmischl1@jhu.edu. If you have any relevant experience, make sure it’s in your resume. If you have any questions, feel free to contact that email as well.
Paid Jobs and Internships

Opportunities for students and grads with the COVID Response Corps

Make a difference to the health of your state! Come join the team working hard to control the spread of coronavirus and re-open America! The CDC Foundation is recruiting for critical positions related to the COVID-19. Open positions in all 50 states and U.S. territories can be found or will be posted on our COVID-19 Corps careers page. Jobs vary by state and locality, but include roles for epidemiologists, infection preventionists, informaticians, data analysts, laboratorians, community support specialists, community health program managers, project managers, and more. Candidates should continue to check the website for new openings and roles as we continue to add jobs daily.

The Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School Center for Communication Programs is Hiring

The Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School Center for Communication Programs has a number of positions open from business development, to research roles, to social and behavior change communication programming! If you want to be part of a great team whose mission lies in “the power of communication to save lives by empowering people to adopt healthy behaviors for themselves, their families and their communities”, please apply to join us!

Position with Global Tobacco Control at JHSPH

The Institute for Global Tobacco Control at the School of Public Health is looking for motivated undergrads to assist with a multi-city longitudinal cohort study. Our objective is to learn how folks who vape use e-cigarettes and e-liquid over time. This would be a paid opportunity, and the hired undergrad(s) would assist in the coding of images and survey data. We are looking for assistance for this summer (approximately 20 hours per week), but there may be opportunities for the undergrad to work with our team during the school year as well. The work can be done remotely after the students are trained via Zoom. Candidates must be 21+ years of age. Anyone interested should send a CV/Resume to Jeffrey Hardesty at jhardesty@jhu.edu.
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Fellowships and Grants

CALL FOR STUDENT APPLICANTS: Funded Sustainable Design Practicum, 2020-21

The Hopkins Ecological Design Initiative (HEDI) is excited to announce a 2020/2021 Sustainable Design Practicum: a funded year-long project-based JHU course series providing students with
interdisciplinary sustainable design training in informed, practical skills. The Practicum involves participation in a fall semester theory and methods course (3 credits), a spring semester design studio (3 credits), and an internship with a Baltimore-area organization (credits optional).

With the support of the JHU Provost’s office, they are currently seeking six PhD Fellows (three from the Whiting School of Engineering and three from the Krieger School of Arts and Sciences) and six upper-division undergraduate Fellows (from WSE or KSAS) interested in gaining sustainable design experience through critical engagement with Baltimore area communities and ecologies.

The Practicum will provide Fellows with both technical, project-based learning and qualitative, ethnographic training for social, ecological, and material intervention. We will build upon expertise from the fields of engineering, the humanities, the social sciences, and social design (in collaboration with MICA), as well as numerous local academic and industry experts in sustainable design. The course-sequence is structured to develop the collaborative, interdisciplinary, and problem-oriented thinking required by careers in sustainability.

Undergraduate fellows will each receive a personal stipend of $1,000. Information about funding for partner organizations will be provided to Fellows. Applicants are required to complete a brief online application and submit a CV and unofficial transcript. Final approval of admission will require a brief note of support from an academic advisor or mentor. **Apply by June 15 here**, or for more details, please visit [ecodesign.jhu.edu](http://ecodesign.jhu.edu) or contact us at [ecodesign@jhu.edu](mailto:ecodesign@jhu.edu).

---

**PHS Weekly Submission Process**

Public Health-centric student groups and health-related organizations around Hopkins and the Baltimore community are welcome to submit announcements to the PHS Weekly. Please submit to cbarry8@jhu.edu by 5pm every Monday.

**For announcements** or events, please submit the title, date, time, location and a brief description. The description should be brief and preferably include a link that will direct readers to another site for complete details.
For any position opening, please submit the position title, organization name, responsibilities and eligibility requirements, deadline for applying and contact information. Once again we ask you to keep the posting brief and provide an outside link for readers to gather further details.

PHS Office Directory

Maria Bulzacchelli, Director, mbulzac1@jhu.edu
Katherine Henry, Academic Advisor, kheberl2@jhu.edu
Cara McNamara, Academic Advisor, cmcnama8@jhu.edu
Moira Cahan, Academic Advisor, mailto:mcahan2@jhu.edu
Keri Frisch, Experiential Learning Coordinator, kfrisch3@jhu.edu
Natalie Hicks, Sr. Administrative Coordinator, nhicks5@jhu.edu
Caroline Barry, Administrative Assistant, cbarry8@jhu.edu

Office Location: 3505 N. Charles, Room 201
Phone: 410-516-6166
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